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we have. This is why you remain in the best website to see the unbelievable books to have.

A Study Guide for Judith Ortiz Cofer's "American History"-Gale, Cengage Learning
The Latin Deli-Judith Ortiz Cofer 2012-03-15 Reviewing her novel, The Line of the Sun, the New York Times Book Review hailed Judith Ortiz Cofer as "a writer
of authentic gifts, with a genuine and important story to tell." Those gifts are on abundant display in The Latin Deli, an evocative collection of poetry, personal
essays, and short fiction in which the dominant subject—the lives of Puerto Ricans in a New Jersey barrio—is drawn from the author's own childhood. Following
the directive of Emily Dickinson to "tell all the Truth but tell it slant," Cofer approaches her material from a variety of angles. An acute yearning for a distant
homeland is the poignant theme of the title poem, which opens the collection. Cofer's lines introduce us "to a woman of no-age" presiding over a small store
whose wares—Bustelo coffee, jamon y queso, "green plantains hanging in stalks like votive offerings"—must satisfy, however imperfectly, the needs and
hungers of those who have left the islands for the urban Northeast. Similarly affecting is the short story "Nada," in which a mother's grief over a son killed in
Vietnam gradually consumes her. Refusing the medals and flag proferred by the government ("Tell the Mr. President of the United States what I say: No,
gracias."), as well as the consolations of her neighbors in El Building, the woman begins to give away all her possessions The narrator, upon hearing the woman
say "nada," reflects, "I tell you, that word is like a drain that sucks everything down." As rooted as they are in a particular immigrant experience, Cofer's
writings are also rich in universal themes, especially those involving the pains, confusions, and wonders of growing up. While set in the barrio, the essays
"American History," "Not for Sale," and "The Paterson Public Library" deal with concerns that could be those of any sensitive young woman coming of age in
America: romantic attachments, relations with parents and peers, the search for knowledge. And in poems such as "The Life of an Echo" and "The Purpose of
Nuns," Cofer offers eloquent ruminations on the mystery of desire and the conflict between the flesh and the spirit. Cofer's ambitions as a writer are perhaps
stated most explicitly in the essay "The Myth of the Latin Woman: I Just Met a Girl Named Maria." Recalling one of her early poems, she notes how its message
is still her mission: to transcend the limitations of language, to connect "through the human-to-human channel of art."
Native American History-Judith Nies 2012-03-14 A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY: A CHRONOLOGICAL ACCOUNT OF ITS PLACE ON
THE WORLD STAGE. Native American History is a breakthrough reference guide, the first book of its kind to recognize and explore the rich, unfolding
experiences of the indigenous American peoples as they evolved against a global backdrop. This fascinating historical narrative, presented in an illuminating
and thought-provoking time-line format, sheds light on such events as: * The construction of pyramids--not only on the banks of the Nile but also on the banks of
the Mississippi * The development of agriculture in both Mesopotamia and Mexico * The European discovery of a continent already inhabited by some 50 million
people * The Native American influence on the ideas of the European Renaissance * The unacknowledged advancements in science and medicine created by the
civilizations of the new world * Western Expansion and its impact on Native American land and traditions * The key contributions Native Americans brought to
the Allied victory of World War II And much more! This invaluable history takes an important first step toward a true understanding of the depth, breadth, and
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scope of a long-neglected aspect of our heritage. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Silent Dancing-Judith Ortiz Cofer 1991-06-30 Recipient of The New York Public Library's 1991 Best Book for the Teen Age, a PEN citation, Martha Albrand
Award for non-fiction and a Pushcart Prize.
An Island Like You-Judith Ortiz Cofer 2015-07-28 Judith Ortiz Cofer's Pura Belpré award-winning collection of short stories about life in the barrio! Rita is exiled
to Puerto Rico for a summer with her grandparents after her parents catch her with a boy. Luis sits atop a six-foot mountain of hubcaps in his father's junkyard,
working off a sentence for breaking and entering. Sandra tries to reconcile her looks to the conventional Latino notion of beauty. And Arturo, different from his
macho classmates, fantasizes about escaping his community. They are the teenagers of the barrio -- and this is their world.
The Line of the Sun-Judith Ortiz Cofer 1991 The beliefs of a simple Puerto Rican village are entwined with the struggles of daily life in an immigrant community
in New Jersey through the adventures of Guzman, exiled from the village of Salud, and his adoring niece and biographer, Marisol
Multicultural American Literature-A. Robert Lee 2003 Using a cultural studies perspective, examines both fiction and autobiographical writings from minority
authors including Toni Morrison, Gerald Vizenor, and Sandra Cisneros.
Thematic Guide to Popular Short Stories-Patrick A. Smith 2002 A guide for librarians and teachers offers annotations summarizing the themes, plots, and
publication information for 450 popular short stories.
Literature Connections to American History, 7-12-Lynda G. Adamson 1998 Lists titles categorized by time periods and includes an annotated bibliography
divided by format type
Woman in Front of the Sun-Judith Ortiz Cofer 2000 In this collection of essays woven with poems and folklore, Judith Ortiz Cofer tells the story of how she
became a poet and writer and explores her love of words, her discovery of the magic of language, and her struggle to carve out time to practice her art. A native
of Puerto Rico, Cofer came to the mainland as a child. Torn between two cultures and two languages, she learned early the power of words and how to wield
them. She discovered her love for the subtleties, sounds, and rhythms of the written word when a Roman Catholic nun and teacher bent on changing traditions
for the better gave her books of high literature to read, some of which were forbidden by the church. Later, as an adult, demands from her family and her
profession made it difficult for Cofer to find time to devote to her art, but her need and determination to express herself led to solutions that can help all artists
challenged with the limits of time. Cofer recalls the family cuentos, or stories, that inspire her and shows how they speak to all artists, all women, all people.
She encourages her readers to insist on the right to be themselves and to pursue their passions. A book that entertains, instructs, and enthralls, Woman in
Front of the Sun will be invaluable to students of poetry and creative nonfiction and will be a staple in every creative writing classroom as well as an inspiration
to all those who write.
The Year of Our Revolution-Judith Ortiz Cofer 1998 A collection of poems, short stories, and essays address the theme of straddling two cultures as do the
offspring of Hispanic parents living in the United States.
A Disability History of the United States-Kim E. Nielsen 2012-10-02 The first book to cover the entirety of disability history, from pre-1492 to the present
Disability is not just the story of someone we love or the story of whom we may become; rather it is undoubtedly the story of our nation. Covering the entirety of
US history from pre-1492 to the present, A Disability History of the United States is the first book to place the experiences of people with disabilities at the
center of the American narrative. In many ways, it’s a familiar telling. In other ways, however, it is a radical repositioning of US history. By doing so, the book
casts new light on familiar stories, such as slavery and immigration, while breaking ground about the ties between nativism and oralism in the late nineteenth
century and the role of ableism in the development of democracy. A Disability History of the United States pulls from primary-source documents and social
histories to retell American history through the eyes, words, and impressions of the people who lived it. As historian and disability scholar Nielsen argues, to
understand disability history isn’t to narrowly focus on a series of individual triumphs but rather to examine mass movements and pivotal daily events through
the lens of varied experiences. Throughout the book, Nielsen deftly illustrates how concepts of disability have deeply shaped the American experience—from
deciding who was allowed to immigrate to establishing labor laws and justifying slavery and gender discrimination. Included are absorbing—at times
horrific—narratives of blinded slaves being thrown overboard and women being involuntarily sterilized, as well as triumphant accounts of disabled miners
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organizing strikes and disability rights activists picketing Washington. Engrossing and profound, A Disability History of the United States fundamentally
reinterprets how we view our nation’s past: from a stifling master narrative to a shared history that encompasses us all.
The Cruel Country-Judith Ortiz Cofer 2015 "The Cruel Country is a memoir centered around the author's journey to Puerto Rico after her mother had been
diagnosed with late stage lung cancer. The story takes us through Cofer's journey as she sits by the her mother's hospital bed during the last moments of her
life, through the grieving process and Catholic funereal rites that follow her mother's death and her return to her life in the U.S. Cofer's writerly talents richly
inform this narrative meditation on her family's life in Puerto Rico and the States, her frantic research on cancer, considerations of Catholicism, family, and
culture , and much more. The book at the same time is very much a study of cultural differences and the balance that the author must find as a Puerto-Rican
American, not wholly part of her mother's culture. We see this come to a head as she communicates with doctors, participates in funeral arrangements and
sacraments, and recollects her Anglo husband John's father's death. This very personal story about the author's life will resonate with Cofer's legions of fans
including students and those interested in memoir, ethnic and cultural crossings, spirituality, loss, grief, and reconciliation"-A Different Mirror-Ronald Takaki 2012-06-05 Takaki traces the economic and political history of Indians, African Americans, Mexicans, Japanese, Chinese, Irish,
and Jewish people in America, with considerable attention given to instances and consequences of racism. The narrative is laced with short quotations, cameos
of personal experiences, and excerpts from folk music and literature. Well-known occurrences, such as the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire, the Trail of Tears,
the Harlem Renaissance, and the Japanese internment are included. Students may be surprised by some of the revelations, but will recognize a constant thread
of rampant racism. The author concludes with a summary of today's changing economic climate and offers Rodney King's challenge to all of us to try to get
along. Readers will find this overview to be an accessible, cogent jumping-off place for American history and political science plus a guide to the myriad other
sources identified in the notes.
Boricuas: Influential Puerto Rican Writings - An Anthology-Roberto Santiago 2009-08-05 MANY CULTURES * ONE WORLD "Boricua is what Puerto Ricans call
one another as a term of endearment, respect, and cultural affirmation; it is a timeless declaration that transcends gender and color. Boricua is a powerful word
that tells the origin and history of the Puerto Rican people." --From the Introduction From the sun-drenched beaches of a beautiful, flamboyan-covered island to
the cool, hard pavement of the fierce South Bronx, the remarkable journey of the Puerto Rican people is a rich story full of daring defiance, courageous
strength, fierce passions, and dangerous politics--and it is a story that continues to be told today. Long ignored by Anglo literature studies, here are more than
fifty selections of poetry, fiction, plays, essays, monologues, screenplays, and speeches from some of the most vibrant and original voices in Puerto Rican
literature. * Jack Agüeros * Miguel Algarín * Julia de Burgos * Pedro Albizu Campos * Lucky CienFuegos * Judith Ortiz Cofer * Jesus Colon * Victor Hern ndez
Cruz * José de Diego * Martin Espada * Sandra Maria Esteves * Ronald Fernandez * José Luis Gonzalez * Migene Gonzalez-Wippler * Maria Graniela de Pruetzel
* Pablo Guzman * Felipe Luciano * René Marqués * Luis Muñoz Marín * Nicholasa Mohr * Aurora Levins Morales * Martita Morales * Rosario Morales * Willie
Perdomo * Pedro Pietri * Miguel Piñero * Reinaldo Povod * Freddie Prinze * Geraldo Rivera * Abraham Rodriguez, Jr. * Clara E. Rodriguez * Esmeralda Santiago
* Roberto Santiago * Pedro Juan Soto * Piri Thomas * Edwin Torres * José Torres * Joseph B. Vasquez * Ana Lydia Vega From the Trade Paperback edition.
Terms of Survival-Judith Ortiz Cofer 1995 Cofer confronts cultural legacy and a woman's desire “to be released from rituals” in her poetic dialectic of survival.
Cultural icons, customs and rites of passage take root in an imagery that is lush, tropical and piercing.
Broken Souths-Michael Dowdy 2013-11-21 Broken Souths offers the first in-depth study of the diverse field of contemporary Latina/o poetry. Its innovative
angle of approach puts Latina/o and Latin American poets into sustained conversation in original and rewarding ways. In addition, author Michael Dowdy
presents ecocritical readings that foreground the environmental dimensions of current Latina/o poetics. Dowdy argues that a transnational Latina/o imaginary
has emerged in response to neoliberalism—the free-market philosophy that underpins what many in the northern hemisphere refer to as “globalization.” His
work examines how poets represent the places that have been “broken” by globalization’s political, economic, and environmental upheavals. Broken Souths
locates the roots of the new imaginary in 1968, when the Mexican student movement crested and the Chicano and Nuyorican movements emerged in the United
States. It theorizes that Latina/o poetics negotiates tensions between the late 1960s’ oppositional, collective identities and the present day’s radical
individualisms and discourses of assimilation, including the “post-colonial,” “post-national,” and “post-revolutionary.” Dowdy is particularly interested in how
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Latina/o poetics reframes debates in cultural studies and critical geography on the relation between place, space, and nature. Broken Souths features
discussions of Latina/o writers such as Victor Hernández Cruz, Martín Espada, Juan Felipe Herrera, Guillermo Verdecchia, Marcos McPeek Villatoro, Maurice
Kilwein Guevara, Judith Ortiz Cofer, Jack Agüeros, Marjorie Agosín, Valerie Martínez, and Ariel Dorfman, alongside discussions of influential Latin American
writers, including Roberto Bolaño, Ernesto Cardenal, David Huerta, José Emilio Pacheco, and Raúl Zurita.
A Century of Early Ecocriticism-David Mazel 2001-01-01 In the 1970s the relationship between literature and the environment emerged as a topic of serious
and widespread interest among writers and scholars. The ideas, debates, and texts that grew out of this period subsequently converged and consolidated into
the field now known as ecocriticism. A Century of Early Ecocriticism looks behind these recent developments to a prior generation's ecocritical inclinations.
Written between 1864 and 1964, these thirty-four selections include scholars writing about the “green” aspects of literature as well as nature writers reflecting
on the genre. In his introduction, David Mazel argues that these early “ecocritics” played a crucial role in both the development of environmentalism and the
academic study of American literature and culture. Filled with provocative, still timely ideas, A Century of Early Ecocriticism demonstrates that our concern
with the natural world has long informed our approach to literature.
First Person Fiction: Call Me Maria-Judith Ortiz Cofer 2015-07-28 A new novel from the award-winning author of AN ISLAND LIKE YOU, winner of the Pura
Belpre Award.Maria is a girl caught between two worlds: Puerto Rico, where she was born, and New York, where she now lives in a basement apartment in the
barrio. While her mother remains on the island, Maria lives with her father, the super of their building. As she struggles to lose her island accent, Maria does
her best to find her place within the unfamiliar culture of the barrio. Finally, with the Spanglish of the barrio people ringing in her ears, she finds the poet
within herself. In lush prose and spare, evocative poetry, Cofer weaves a powerful novel, bursting with life and hope.
How Far is America from Here?-International American Studies Association. World Congress 2005 How Far is America From Here? approaches American
nations and cultures from a comparative and interdisciplinary perspective. It is very much at the heart of this comparative agenda that “America” be considered
as a hemispheric and global matter. It discusses American identities relationally, whether the relations under discussion operate within the borders of the
United States, throughout the Americas, and/or worldwide. The various articles here gathered interrogate the very notion of “America”: which, whose America,
when, why now, how? What is meant by “far”—distance, discursive formations, ideals and ideologies, foundational narratives, political conformities,
aberrations, inconsistencies? Where is here—positionality, geographies, spatial compressions, hegemonic and subaltern loci, disciplinary formations, reflexes
and reflexivities? These questions are addressed with regard to the multiple Americas within the USA and the bi-continental western hemisphere, as part of and
beyond inter-American cultural relations, ethnicities across the national and cultural plurality of America, mutual constructions of North and South,
borderlands, issues of migration and diaspora. The larger contexts of globalization and America's role within this process are also discussed, alongside issues of
geographical exploration, capital expansion, integration, transculturalism, transnationalism and global flows, pre-Columbian and contemporary Native
American cultures, the Atlantic slave trade, the environmental crisis, U.S. literature in relation to Canadian or Latin American literature, religious conflict both
within the Americas and between the Americas and the rest of the world, with such issues as American Zionism, American exceptionalism, and the discourse
of/on terror and terrorism.
Lessons from a Writer's Life-Judith Ortiz Cofer 2011-01 There is much in this book to inspire any writer to seek more in his or her own writing: to pay attention
to sounds, smells, people, and dialogue. Because Judith's voice is strong, offering such a real and rich invitation, my students will listen. -Penny Kittle, author of
Write Beside Them Young-adult novelist Judith Ortiz Cofer will inspire your high school writers with stories and poems drawn from her childhood in Puerto Rico
and her self-invention as an American writer and teacher. And, in a practical Resource section a the back of the book, Judith speaks to the craft of writing and
shares the tools she has forged to generate ideas and help her writing speak the truth more strongly and clearly-tools you and your students will use again and
again. BONUS: Teaching Tips by Harvey "Smokey" Daniels, Carol Jago, and Penny Kittle
The Latino Reader-Harold Augenbraum 1997 Gathers the fiction, poetry, letters, and essays of Latino authors
Island Boyz-Graham Salisbury 2002-05-14 In this rich collection, Salisbury’s love for Hawaii and its encircling sea shines through every story. Readers will
share the rush a boy feels when he leaps off a cliff into a ravine or feasts his eyes on a beautiful woman. They’ll find stories that show what it takes to survive
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prep school, or a hurricane, or the night shift at Taco Bell, or first love. Graham Salisbury knows better than anyone what makes an island boy take chances. Or
how it feels to test the waters, to test the limits, and what it’s like when a beloved older brother comes home from war, never to be the same.
Call Me Maria-Judith Ortiz Cofer 2006-07-01 Fifteen-year-old Maria leaves her mother and their Puerto Rican home to live in the barrio of New York with her
father, and feels torn between the two cultures in which she has been raised.
Healing Memories-Elizabeth Garcia 2018-12-18 Using an interdisciplinary approach, Healing Memories analyzes the ways that Puerto Rican women authors use
their literary works to challenge historical methodologies that have silenced the historical experiences of Puerto Rican women in the United States. Following
Aurora Levins Morales's alternative historical methodology she calls “curandera history,” this work analyzes the literary work of authors, including Aurora
Levins Morales, Nicholasa Mohr, Esmeralda Santiago, and Judith Ortiz Cofer, and the ways they create medicinal histories that not only document the
experiences of migrant women but also heal the trauma of their erasure from mainstream national history. Each analytical chapter focuses on the various
methods used by each author including using the literary space as an archive, reclaiming memory, and (re)writing cultural history, all through a feminist lens
that centers the voices and experiences of Puerto Rican women.
Latino Literature in America-Bridget A. Kevane 2003 Examines the contributions of eight Latino writers on the recent literary scene.
Home to Medicine Mountain-Chiori Santiago 2002-09-01 Two young Maidu Indian brothers sent to live at a government-run Indian residential school in
California in the 1930s find a way to escape and return home for the summer. An ALA Notable Children's Book. Reprint.
The Worst Class Trip Ever-Dave Barry 2015-05-05 In this hilarious novel, written in the voice of eighth-grader Wyatt Palmer, Dave Barry takes us on a class trip
to Washington, DC. Wyatt, his best friend, Matt, and a few kids from Culver Middle School find themselves in a heap of trouble-not just with their teachers, who
have long lost patience with them -- but from several mysterious men they first meet on their flight to the nation's capital. In a fast-paced adventure with the
monuments as a backdrop, the kids try to stay out of danger and out of the doghouse while trying to save the president from attack-or maybe not.
Triangulations-David J. Vázquez 2011 How Latino autobiographical texts reconfigure identity in opposition to familiar notions of self
Latina Self-portraits-Bridget A. Kevane 2000 Embracing Chicana, Cuban, Dominican, and Puerto Rican writers and writers descended from a combined U.S. and
Latin American heritage, Latina literature is one of the fastest growing and most exciting fields in fiction. This literature is characterized by revisionist views of
recent history, a concern with exile and borders, a blending of genres, and a complex understanding of the term feminist. In these ten interviews, Kevane and
Heredia give writers the opportunity to talk about how they began to write, the craft of writing, the conjunction of life, art and politics, literary influences, and
their goals as artists. Readers will meet Julia Alvarez, Denise Chávez, Sandra Cisneros, Rosario Ferré, Cristina García, Nicholasa Mohr, Cherríe Moraga, Judith
Ortiz Cofer, Esmeralda Santiago, and Helena María Viramontes. The writers' personal and literary journeys vividly portrayed in these interviews will enrich and
enhance the readers' understanding of this exciting field. The volume also includes bibliographies of the writers' work.
Growing Up Ethnic in America-Maria Mazziotti Gillan 1999-11-01 Stories navigating the commplicated terrain of race in America, from acclaimed writers like
Toni Morrison, E.L. Doctorow, Sandra Cisneros, Sherman Alexie, and Amy Tan The editors who brought us Unsettling America and Identity Lessons have
compiled a short-story anthology that focuses on themes of racial and ethnic assimilation. With humor, passion, and grace, the contributors lay bare poignant
attempts at conformity and the alienation sometimes experienced by ethnic Americans. But they also tell of the strength gained through the preservation of
their communities, and the realization that it was often their difference from the norm that helped them to succeed. In pieces suggesting that American identity
is far from settled, these writers illustrate the diversity that is the source of both the nation's great discord and infinite promise. "These beautiful stories radiate
with the poignant, ingenious ways young people come to terms with their ethnic identities, negotiating their families, school, friends and their futures . . . This
exemplary collection fulfills the editors' aims: to open dialogue and encourage the telling of difficult, adaptive or affirming life experiences." -Publisher's Weekly
Loaded-Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz 2018-01-23 A provocative, timely, and deeply-researched history of gun culture and how it reflects race and power in the United
States
By the Waters of Babylon-Stephen Vincent Benet 2015-08-24 The north and the west and the south are good hunting ground, but it is forbidden to go east. It is
forbidden to go to any of the Dead Places except to search for metal and then he who touches the metal must be a priest or the son of a priest. Afterwards, both
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the man and the metal must be purified. These are the rules and the laws; they are well made. It is forbidden to cross the great river and look upon the place
that was the Place of the Gods-this is most strictly forbidden. We do not even say its name though we know its name. It is there that spirits live, and demons-it is
there that there are the ashes of the Great Burning. These things are forbidden- they have been forbidden since the beginning of time.
Emancipation Betrayed-Paul Ortiz 2006-10-03 "Paul Ortiz's lyrical and closely argued study introduces us to unknown generations of freedom fighters for whom
organizing democratically became in every sense a way of life. Ortiz changes the very ways we think of Southern history as he shows in marvelous detail how
Black Floridians came together to defend themselves in the face of terror, to bury their dead, to challenge Jim Crow, to vote, and to dream."—David R.
Roediger, author of Colored White: Transcending the Racial Past “Emancipation Betrayed is a remarkable piece of work, a tightly argued, meticulously
researched examination of the first statewide movement by African Americans for civil rights, a movement which since has been effectively erased from our
collective memory. The book poses a profound challenge to our understanding of the limits and possibilities of African American resistance in the early
twentieth century. This analysis of how a politically and economically marginalized community nurtures the capacity for struggle speaks as much to our time as
to 1919.”—Charles Payne, author of I’ve Got the Light of Freedom
Notable Women in American History-Lynda G. Adamson 1999 Covering 500 notable women in American history, includes a biographical sketch of each woman
and an annotated list of recommended biographies, autobiographies, letter collections, or journals concerning her life.
When I Was Puerto Rican-Esmeralda Santiago 2006-02-28 Esmeralda Santiago's story begins in rural Puerto Rico, where her childhood was full of both
tenderness and domestic strife, tropical sounds and sights as well as poverty. Growing up, she learned the proper way to eat a guava, the sound of tree frogs in
the mango groves at night, the taste of the delectable sausage called morcilla, and the formula for ushering a dead baby's soul to heaven. As she enters school
we see the clash, both hilarious and fierce, of Puerto Rican and Yankee culture. When her mother, Mami, a force of nature, takes off to New York with her
seven, soon to be eleven children, Esmeralda, the oldest, must learn new rules, a new language, and eventually take on a new identity. In this first volume of her
much-praised, bestselling trilogy, Santiago brilliantly recreates the idyllic landscape and tumultuous family life of her earliest years and her tremendous journey
from the barrio to Brooklyn, from translating for her mother at the welfare office to high honors at Harvard.
How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents-Julia Alvarez 2010-01-12 "A joy to read." --The Cleveland Plain Dealer Acclaimed writer Julia Alvarez’s beloved first
novel gives voice to four sisters as they grow up in two cultures. The García sisters--Carla, Sandra, Yolanda, and Sofía--and their family must flee their home in
the Dominican Republic after their father’s role in an attempt to overthrow brutal dictator Rafael Trujillo is discovered. They arrive in New York City in 1960 to
a life far removed from their existence in the Caribbean. In the wondrous but not always welcoming U.S.A., their parents try to hold on to their old ways as the
girls try find new lives: by straightening their hair and wearing American fashions, and by forgetting their Spanish. For them, it is at once liberating and
excruciating to be caught between the old world and the new. Here they tell their stories about being at home--and not at home--in America.
Sleeping with One Eye Open-Marilyn Kallet 1999 How do women writers cope with changes and juggle the demands in their already full lives to make time for
their lives as artists? In this anthology, noted female novelists, journalists, essayists, poets, and nonfiction writers address the old and new challenges of "doing
it all" that face women writers as the twenty-first century approaches. With eloquence, sensitivity, and more than a touch of wry humor, Sleeping with One Eye
Open relates positive stories from women who lead effective lives as artists, emphasizing how sources of inspiration, discipline, resourcefulness, and
determination help them succeed despite the obstacle of "no time." The title essay, Judith Ortiz Cofer's "The Woman Who Slept with One Eye Open," defines the
collection. Cofer relates the ways in which a mythological story from her Puerto Rican culture gave her confidence and courage, encouraging her creative
success and emphasizing the rewards of "women's power" and personal strength. Denise Levertov's "The Vital Necessity" urges poets to make time for
daydreams--essential, empowering creative food. Tillie Olsen offers a frank discussion of the pressures of work and expectations that too often sap creative
energy. Tess Gallagher connects her mother's creative gardening with her own inspiration as a poet and the need for growth in her writing. Marilyn Kallet's
interview with Lucille Clifton relates the personal strength that helped Clifton raise six children and publish her first book at the same time. This affirming
collection offers a wealth of writing advice, given through honest accounts of perseverance and accomplishment.
A Love Story Beginning in Spanish-Judith Ortiz Cofer 2005 Semi-autobiographical poems in English about life as a Cuban American, women's experiences, and
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related topics explore the role of language in identity.
An Indigenous Peoples' History of the United States-Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz 2014-09-16 2015 Recipient of the American Book Award The first history of the
United States told from the perspective of indigenous peoples Today in the United States, there are more than five hundred federally recognized Indigenous
nations comprising nearly three million people, descendants of the fifteen million Native people who once inhabited this land. The centuries-long genocidal
program of the US settler-colonial regimen has largely been omitted from history. Now, for the first time, acclaimed historian and activist Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz
offers a history of the United States told from the perspective of Indigenous peoples and reveals how Native Americans, for centuries, actively resisted
expansion of the US empire. In An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States, Dunbar-Ortiz adroitly challenges the founding myth of the United States
and shows how policy against the Indigenous peoples was colonialist and designed to seize the territories of the original inhabitants, displacing or eliminating
them. And as Dunbar-Ortiz reveals, this policy was praised in popular culture, through writers like James Fenimore Cooper and Walt Whitman, and in the
highest offices of government and the military. Shockingly, as the genocidal policy reached its zenith under President Andrew Jackson, its ruthlessness was best
articulated by US Army general Thomas S. Jesup, who, in 1836, wrote of the Seminoles: “The country can be rid of them only by exterminating them.” Spanning
more than four hundred years, this classic bottom-up peoples’ history radically reframes US history and explodes the silences that have haunted our national
narrative.
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